
 CLASS NINE: directly sensing 

 At the last class, we did a final take on dropping into the pure awareness state by 
looking at how perception can block our direct experience of the moment. I’m speaking 
of perception here as it appears in the Cycle of Dependent Origination. The cycle goes 
like this: sense experience > perception > feeling (pleasant unpleasant, neutral) >  
craving. Let’s look at the first two, sensing and perceiving.

  Sensing here is the direct sense contact with a sense object. The ear is touched 
by a sound, the eye makes contact with a visual image. What then happens, so quickly 
we are often unaware that this process is even taking place, is the mind reaches into its 
memory bank for similar sight or sound, makes a comparison, and comes up with a 
label. You hear a rumbling sound outside: (RUMBLE.. RUMBLE), the mind reaches into 
memory and says  “Ah, that’s a car!” Your eye touches a visual object: Hmmm, green 
small parts above, brown rough tube underneath. The mind reaches into memory banks 
and perceives : “Ah, here’s a tree.”

 When we are in perception, we are no longer in the direct sensory experience, 
we are in our memories, out of the present moment. The mind makes an assumption of 
what it is we have sensed, based on past experience. It happens so fast, that we can 
lose touch with the immediacy of the sensing itself, which is entirely in the present 
moment.

  There is nothing wrong with this process. If it were not so, most of us would 
spend the better part of every day trying to figure out how to get out of our bedrooms in 
the morning. (A big rectangular piece of wood is blocking me in! How to get out? What 
to do? Perhaps these little metal things along one edge will give way.... no.... maybe I 
have to break it down. Let’s see, perhaps I need to bash it in with this lamp. No, wait! 
Maybe this little switch in the wall will open it... no..... wait! what’s this round metal thing 
here, maybe I need to push that in....no......)

   The separation from the NOW comes because the mind gets so good at 
perception, we find ourselves no longer really aware of sensing things anymore. We 
drive somewhere, on autopilot, and can’t remember anything clearly that happened on 
the way over. We assume what is going to appear next, what sounds and sights mean. 
How often do we assume who people are, not meeting with them afresh each time? 
This absentia from awareness has a deadening impact on us.

  I think this is one of the reasons we all love spring so much. The earth changes 
everyday, and so we stop and notice it - in the moment. Bulbs flower, the trees grow 
their leaves a little more each day, and for that period of change, we become more 
joyfully aware of direct  sensing.

 Vipassana can help separate out these two links in the chain. In practice it is 
possible for things slow down enough that we can experience sensing, and then 
perception, as two separate steps. 



 We did an exercise in class from the book ”On Being Headless”.  The author had  
the ordinary but completely life changing realization that his DIRECT sensing of his 
head was of having absolutely nothing behind the eyes!

  Take a minute now and directly experience your head. There’s the eyes looking 
out, seeing these words, and behind them.... nothing! Space! Our exercise worked with 
the direct experience of being Space (inside) to form (outside).  So obvious, except that 
we have an “idea” of what our faces are, and, living in this perception instead of the 
direct experience, we fall away from pure awareness mind.

 If you have the chance over the summer, get the book from the library and give it 
a read - it’s only about 80 pages long. I’d also recommend Tolle’s “The Power of Now” 
as another  book that will build on our work of coming back to the present moment.

 Thank you again for being together in this process. 

 with love,
 Susan


